Effect of dye aggregation on triarylmethane-mediated photoinduced damage of hexokinase and DNA.
The observation that enhanced mitochondrial membrane potential is a prevalent cancer cell phenotype has provided the conceptual basis for the development of mitochondrial targeting as a novel therapeutic strategy for both chemo- and photochemotherapy of neoplastic diseases. Cationic triarylmethane (TAM(+)) dyes represent a series of photosensitizers whose phototoxic effects develop at least in part at the mitochondrial level. In this report we describe how the molecular structure of four representative TAM(+) dyes (Crystal Violet, Ethyl Violet, Victoria blue R, and Victoria pure blue BO) affects their efficiency as mediators of the photoinduced inactivation of two model mitochondrial targets, hexokinase (HK) and DNA. Our results have indicated that TAM(+) dyes efficiently bind to HK and DNA in aqueous media both as dye monomers and aggregates, with the degree of aggregation increasing with increasing the lipophilic character of the photosensitizer. The efficiency with which HK and DNA are damaged upon 532 nm photolysis of biopolymer-TAM(+) complexes was found to decrease upon increasing the degree of dye aggregation over these macromolecular templates. Comparative experiments carried out both in water and in D(2)O, and in air-equilibrated and nitrogen-purged samples have also indicated that, at least when Crystal Violet is used as the photosensitizer, the mechanism of macromolecular damage does not require the involvement of molecular oxygen to operate. This finding makes Crystal Violet a potential candidate for use in photochemotherapy of hypoxic or poorly perfused tumor areas.